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How do you pick out a gift for the soon-to-be graduate that recognizes their accomplishment? 

One idea is to enter the print and personalization world through Katie Kime. Discover stylish 

and practical gifts perfect for someone embarking on a new career path, pursuing further 

education, or traveling the world. Known for vibrant patterns and chic designs, Katie Kime 

offers a range of thoughtfully crafted functional and fashionable products. 

 

 
 

1. Say It with a City Toile Pajama Set 

 

Comfortable sleepwear or loungewear invites the wearer to enjoy rest and relaxation when it 

counts. You get much more with Katie Kime’s city designs because every location tells a story. 

From Dallas and Austin to New York City and Chicago and many other favorite cities, the icons 

and landmarks of each city are chosen with care. There’s also a new Washington, DC print! 

From PJ shorts sets to luxurious robes, bring your graduate’s favorite city to them in pajama 

form. 

 

2. Transform a Space with Peel and Stick Wallpaper 

 

Traditional and peel and stick wallpaper from Katie Kime are canvases for self-expression. Why 

is wallpaper a great gift? It helps the graduate personalize their living space and surround 

themselves with colors and patterns that resonate with their soul. Katie Kime’s prints invite 
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everyone to explore the wonder of our world and add a touch of personality to a wall or room 

in their home. Removable wallpaper comes in various fun, unexpected, and always thoughtful 

designs, from Tennis Time to Animal Kingdom to the World Is Your Oyster. 

 

3. Explore the Shirt Shop 

 

Inspired by the classic Oxford shirt, Katie Kime brings a fresh spin on this classic staple. With 

various styles available, each one features a button-down collar and oversized chest pocket 

perfect for a custom monogram, which Katie Kime also offers. Collegiate button-downs in the 

graduate’s school colors would make a great gift. Choose a shirt color, embroidery thread color, 

and monogram font for a personalized gift. These shirts are versatile because they can be 

dressed up with a skirt or dressed down as a cover-up at the pool.  

 

 4. Home Decor Galore 

 

Pops of colorful decor for entertaining make excellent gifts for graduates. Elevate hosting with a 

Katie Kime ice bucket in a playful print, whether cheetahs, cottage stripes, a city toile, or many 

other artistic and whimsical designs. The brand’s lucite trays are another great gift for either 

entertaining or getting organized. Trays come with a custom insert in the beautiful print of your 

choice. Make it a one-of-a-kind chic piece with a monogram.  

 

Whether looking for the ideal white pajamas for a graduate or a playful patterned wallpaper, 

you can hit just the right note with your graduation gift from Katie Kime.  

 

Explore the vibrant world of color, prints, and personalization from Katie Kime at 

https://www.katiekime.com/ 

 

Original Source: https://bit.ly/3yHJ5wo  
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